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Joseph Cornell - Wikipedia

Joseph Cornell (December 24, 1903 – December 29, 1972) was an American artist and film maker, one of the pioneers and most celebrated exponents of assemblage. Influenced by the Surrealists, he was also an avant-garde experimental filmmaker. He was largely self-taught in his artistic efforts, and improvised his own original style incorporating cast-off and discarded artifacts.
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Jonathan Safran Foer (born February 21, 1977) is an American novelist. He is best known for his novels Everything Is Illuminated (2002), Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close (2005), and for his non-fiction work Eating Animals (2009). His most recent novel, Here I Am, was published in 2016. He teaches creative writing at New York University.
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Biografia. Foer è nato a Washington, D.C., figlio di Albert Foer, avvocato e presidente dell'American Antitrust Institute, e di Esther Safran Foer, figlia di sopravvissuti all'olocausto in Polonia, consigliere anziano della storica sinagoga Sixth & I. Ha frequentato la Princeton University, dove gli sono stati assegnati vari premi di scrittura creativa.
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